
           DASHBOARD PAKISTAN-FOOD SECURITY CLUSTER /WG  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   (JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2016)                         

Pakistan Food Security Cluster / Working  Group continue to play its role in better humanitarian response and providing latest facts and figures using in-depth analysis and latest assessments/surveys for 

multiple types of emergencies (IDPs/TDPs/Returnees, Floods, Earthquake) for food security and agriculture/ livelihood. The FSC products are seen as substantially helping the FSC members to build the 

affected people back to normal situation after disaster through strategized approaches for better  and improved humanitarian response.     
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Strategic Objectives :- Assistance reported in the monthly cycle in the months of Jan & Feb 2016 

1. Save life with nutritious food  or in kind cash support 

 

 

 

          

       

2. Support returnees in restoring food security and livelihoods 

  

 

 

 

 

3. Improve coordination through better humanitarian preparedness and contingency response 

 

     

 
Required,  

US$ 165.5 M  

Received,  
US$ 84.1     
         

51% Funded 

Funding Received  in Millions ( FS & L)  
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   Targets and Response 

24 % Girls, 30% Boys, 23%

men and 23% women were 

supported with GFD 

   1.18 M 
    People  

     Target 

4,000  people ( 45% female and 50 % male and 5% widow, 

child and elderly households) were assisted.   
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Restoring Livestock  
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culture Infrastructures 

 

   

     

0.3 M Target 
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Food security cluster members have been providing humanitarian assistance for early 

recovery and rehabilitation to restore their means of livelihoods by providing agricul-

ture , cash transfer and livestock support in KP, Sindh and Punjab in the months of Jan 

and Feb 2016.   

6,500 Families  (33% Female and 0.1 

% widow HH) were 

supported through 

cash based interventions in Sindh and 

KP.    

5,000 families (11% fe-

male HH) were supported 

through Livestock inter-

ventions in Punjab, Sindh 

and KP.  

 

Food Security,  

Livelihood  

Humanitarian 

Assistance 

Humanitarian organizations have been actively involved in providing support for 

drought affected in the light of needs identified by people though different food securi-

ty assessments and survey (HEA, SDNA and Nutrition Sensitive Assessment).  

 

FS & L  

Humanitarian  
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Humanitarian Strategic Response—2016 

900 families  (9% widow and 

Female HH) supported through 

seeds for fruits plants and fod-

der.    

Humanitarian partners in drought affected 

area of Sindh have planned to assist the 

affected people with Cash, Agriculture, 

livestock and rehabilitation of infrastruc-

10,000 earthquake affected families in KP were assisted 

with  Cash based programing for rehabilitation of infra-

structure.   

 For you feedback and queries, please do contact at fakhre.alam@fao.org and zulfiquar.rao@wfp.org  

3 % were Female  HH 


